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It officially began on February 28, 2006, when a handful
of protesters from the nearby Six Nations reserve walked
onto Douglas Creek Estates, then a residential
subdivision under construction, and blocked workers
from entering. Over the course of the spring and summer
of that first year, the criminal actions of the occupiers
included throwing a vehicle over an overpass, the
burning down of a hydro transformer which caused a
three-day blackout, the torching of a bridge and the
hijacking of a police vehicle. During the very worst
period, ordinary residents living near the site had to pass
through native barricades, show native-issued
"passports", and were occasionally threatened with body
searches and routinely subjected to threats. Much of this
lawless conduct occurred under the noses of the Ontario
Provincial Police, who, often against their own best
instincts, stood by and watched: They too had been
intimidated. Arrests, where they were made, weren't
made contemporaneously, but weeks or monthlater. The
result was to embolden the occupiers and render nonnative citizens vulnerable and afraid. Eighteen months
after the occupation began, a home builder named Sam
Gualtieri, working on the house he was giving his
daughter as a wedding present, was attacked by
protesters and beaten so badly he will never fully recover
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from his injuries.
occupation is now in its fifth year.
Throughout, Christie Blatchford has been observing,
interviewing, and investigating with the tenacity that has
made her both the doyen of Canadian crime reporters
and a social commentator beloved for her
uncompromising sense of right and wrong. In Helpless
she tells the full story for the first time - a story that no
part of the press or media in Canada has been prepared
to tackle with the unflinching objectivity that Christie
Blatchford displays on every page. This is a book whose
many revelations, never before reported, will shock and
appall. But the last word should go to the author: "This
book is not about aboriginal land claims. The book is not
about the wholesale removal of seven generations of
indigenous youngsters from their reserves and families this was by dint of federal government policy - or the
abuse dished out to many of them at the residential
schools into which they were arbitrarily placed or the
devastating effects that haunt so many today. This book
is not about the dubious merits of the reserve system
which may better serve those who wish to see native
people fail than those who want desperately for them to
succeed. I do not in any way make light of these issues,
and they are one way or another in the background of
everything that occurred in Caledonia. "What Helpless is
about is the failure of government to govern and to
protect all its citizens equally." From the Hardcover
edition.
A thrilling journey into the minds of African elephants as
they struggle to survive. If, as many recent nonfiction
bestsellers have revealed, animals possess emotions
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and awareness,
must also have stories. In The
White Bone, a novel imagined entirely from the
perspective of African elephants, Barbara Gowdy creates
a world whole and separate that yet illuminates our own.
For years, young Mud and her family have roamed the
high grasses, swamps, and deserts of the sub-Sahara.
Now the earth is scorched by drought, and the mutilated
bodies of family and friends lie scattered on the ground,
shot down by ivory hunters. Nothing-not the once familiar
terrain, or the age-old rhythms of life, or even memory
itself-seems reliable anymore. Yet a slim prophecy of
hope is passed on from water hole to water hole: the
sacred white bone of legend will point the elephants
toward the Safe Place. And so begins a quest through
Africa's vast and perilous plains-until at last the survivors
face a decisive trial of loyalty and courage. In The White
Bone, Barbara Gowdy performs a feat of imagination
virtually unparalleled in modern fiction. Plunged into an
alien landscape, we orient ourselves in elephant time,
elephant space, elephant consciousness and begin to
feel, as Gowdy puts it, "what it would be like to be that
big and gentle, to be that imperiled, and to have that
prodigious memory."
Samuel Langhorne Clemens (November 30, 1835 - April
21, 1910), better known by his pen name Mark Twain,
was an American author and humorist. He wrote The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and its sequel,
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885), the latter often
called "The Great American Novel." Twain grew up in
Hannibal, Missouri, which provided the setting for
Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer. After an
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apprenticeship
with
a printer, he worked as a typesetter
and contributed articles to the newspaper of his older
brother, Orion Clemens.
In September 2009, my home for the past year was a notell hotel, so crime-ridden police were holding their
nightly roll call in the hotel’s parking lot. Police were
called to this hotel over one hundred times just that
summer. I came home my last day there to find a SWAT
team arresting my neighbor for (armed) robbery in the
drug store across the street. I moved out then and there,
fearing for my safety. The only option available to me at
the time was to put myself out on the street. Homeless
Not Helpless is my true story loosely based on a journal I
kept during my homeless experience. With my protocol
and (good) plan, I rose from the hole I was in, with my
goal being to move to Franklin, Indiana, to be close to
my son, who was in high school at the time. The whole
ordeal exacerbated my existing PTSD condition. Still, I
hope this truly amazing story will inspire whoever reads
it. I was inspired to create this book by the rock band
REO Speedwagon’s song “Keep on Rollin’.” My
mission statement is to give a free copy of the book to
every homeless man, woman, and child I can find out
there.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of
Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane
Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his
own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez
to attend an all-white farm town high school where the
only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking,
funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary
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of a Part-Time
Indian,
which is based on the author's
own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by
Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles
the contemporary adolescence of one Native American
boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was
destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and
four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for
fans and collectors alike.
Mink is a witness, a shape shifter, compelled to follow
the story that has ensnared Celia and her village, on the
West coast of Vancouver Island in Nuu’Chahlnuth
territory. Celia is a seer who — despite being convinced
she’s a little “off” — must heal her village with the
assistance of her sister, her mother and father, and her
nephews. While mink is visiting, a double-headed sea
serpent falls off the house front during a fierce storm.
The old snake, ostracized from the village decades
earlier, has left his terrible influence on Amos, a
residential school survivor. The occurrence signals the
unfolding of an ordeal that pulls Celia out of her reveries
and into the tragedy of her cousin’s granddaughter.
Each one of Celia’s family becomes involved in creating
a greater solution than merely attending to her cousin’s
granddaughter. Celia’s Song relates one
Nuu’Chahlnuth family’s harrowing experiences over
several generations, after the brutality, interference, and
neglect resulting from contact with Europeans.
"In recent times, the self-help industry has exploded into
a multi-billion dollar global industry - and along with it has
come every imaginable type of therapy, healing or
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general woo-woo.
... [The author] decided that over the
course of a year, she would embark on a quest for
personal wellness, spiritual enlightenment and good oldfashioned happiness. ... She would open herself to even
the most outlandish contemporary fads in selfimprovement. What followed was a twelve-month
immersion in the world of auras, chakras, hallucinogenic
drugs, sweat lodges, sangomas, past lives and
more."--Back cover.
HERALD SIGURDSSON, King Harald Hardrada of
Norway, King of the Vikings, was born to rule. He
embraced that birth-right, dominating his world with the
strength in his arm and the power of his will. In an
instant, one brutal mistake and a shattering wound took
all he valued from him. But what if . . . Harald Sigurdsson
fled his disgrace with a band of equally broken warriors
still holding tight to his leadership. They ventured West,
to Iceland, Greenland, into the darkness, to a land known
only through legends and lies. A land with no need of a
king, no room for a ruler. A land where a king could hope
to become something more.This enthralling, thoughtprovoking story begins a thousand years ago on a
battlefield outside York, England, and then moves across
the North Atlantic to Iceland and beyond. Brent Olson's
biggest, boldest, and best book yet is a stunning work of
alternative history. By moving the path of one arrow one
inch, Olson has achieved an entire new script for the
world.
Helpless: The true story of a neglected girl betrayed and
exploited by the neighbour she trustedHarperCollins UK
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working single
mother
and a child whose luminous
beauty has drawn both benign and sinister attention, is
stolen from her home during a summer blackout, a fullscale search is launched, but Rachel's only hope lies in
someone torn between loyalty to the abductor and the
desire to save the child. 50,000 first printing.
An expert on traumatic stress outlines an approach to
healing, explaining how traumatic stress affects brain
processes and how to use innovative treatments to
reactivate the mind's abilities to trust, engage others, and
experience pleasure-AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN eBOOK! A man
returns to the town where a baffling murder took place 27
years earlier, determined to get to the bottom of the
story. Just hours after marrying the beautiful Angela
Vicario, everyone agrees, Bayardo San Roman returned
his bride in disgrace to her parents. Her distraught family
forced her to name her first lover; and her twin brothers
announced their intention to murder Santiago Nasar for
dishonoring their sister. Yet if everyone knew the murder
was going to happen, why did no one intervene to stop
it? The more that is learned, the less is understood, and
as the story races to its inexplicable conclusion, an entire
society--not just a pair of murderers—is put on trial.
Gabriel García Márquez was born in Colombia in 1927.
He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1982.
He is the author of many works of fiction and nonfiction,
including One Hundred Years of Solitude, Love In The
Time Cholera, The Autumn Of The Patriarch, The
General In His Labyrinth, and News Of A Kidnapping. He
died in 2014.
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Returning home
Shilo, New Hampshire to raise his
teenage daughter after his ex-wife is murdered, former
Navy SEAL Tom Hawkins becomes the target of vicious
rumors and implicated in a series of disturbing crimes by
someone who is determined to destroy everything he
loves. Reprint. 75,000 first printing.
The Helpless Helper is a true story of the troubles faced
by one man to provide for others. From roaming the
streets of Johannesburg to owning a charity organisation
with two locations worldwide.
A critique of the self-help movement assesses the
pervasive damage that it has done to every aspect of
American society, explaining how the notion of
victimization has blurred the concept of personal
responsibility and right and wrong, and how the idea of
empowerment teaches that the belief that we can do
something is more important than developing the skills to
accomplish the task. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Michel Paradis’s Last Mission to Tokyo, a “superb”
(The Wall Street Journal) and “engrossing...richly
researched” (The New York Times Book Review)
account of a key but underreported moment in World
War II: The Doolittle Raids and the international war
crimes trial in 1945 that defined the Japanese-American
relations and changed legal history. In 1942, freshly
humiliated from the attack on Pearl Harbor, the United
States was in search of a plan. President Roosevelt,
determined to show the world that our nation would not
be intimidated or defeated by enemy powers, demanded
recommendations for a show of strength. Jimmy
Doolittle, a stunt pilot with a doctorate from MIT, came
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forward and She
led eighty
young men, gathered together
from the far-flung corners of Depression-era America, on
a seemingly impossible mission across the Pacific.
Sixteen planes in all, they only had enough fuel for a oneway trip. Together, the Raiders, as they were called, did
what no one had successfully done for more than a
thousand years. They struck the mainland of Japan and
permanently turned the tide of the war in the Pacific.
Almost immediately, The Doolittle Raid captured the
public imagination, and has remained a seminal moment
in World War II history, but the heroism and bravery of
the mission is only half the story. In Last Mission to
Tokyo, Michel Paradis reveals the dramatic aftermath of
the mission, which involved two lost crews captured,
tried, and tortured at the hands of the Japanese, a
dramatic rescue of the survivors in the last weeks of
World War II, and an international manhunt and trial led
by two dynamic and opposing young lawyers—in which
both the United States and Japan accused the other of
war crimes—that would change the face of our legal and
military history. Perfect for fans of Lucky 666 and
Nuremberg: Infamy on Trial, Last Mission to Tokyo is an
unforgettable war story-meets-courtroom-drama that
“captures the reader with the first sentence and never
lets go” (John Grisham).

Although long-winded and only covering a period of
fifteen traumatic years, this biography is a true
account of hidden child abuse. It is not for the fainthearted. Kat Ward relates, with utter candour, her
experiences at the hands of the mother who hated
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her even before she was born, her step-father, who
regarded her as something to be used on a whim
and her step-father's friends -- to whom he 'sold' her.
Even with so-called 'professionals' involved and
despite the fact that Keri told the truth to her teacher,
priest, social workers and child psychiatrist, nothing
got better. In fact, things got worse and worse.
Content and Trigger Warnings ?for this title and all
titles ?by Tiffany Christina Lewis are available at
https://tiffanychristinalewis.com/books/"Finally, a
book dedicated to the craziness, determination, and
spirit of grit that women possess." - Janae Bunn
Women are powerful and can be rational thinkers
under pressure. They can also be devious and
vengeful. A woman is not just a ball of emotion.
Women can fight, they can protect, and they can
win.These eight stories of women kicking ass,
standing tall, and refusing to be victims are Tiffany's
opposition to the tropes of true crime. With stories
from five genres including Paranormal, Adventure,
Sci-Fi, Romance, and Crime Fiction, you are sure to
find a story you love. "Tiffany Christina Lewis
branches out with new stories that will have you at
the edge of your seat and wanting more! Her writing
now explores the realms of paranormal, science
fiction, and romance with short stories that will
entrance her readers." - Joseph S. Samaniego
author of the Legends of the Carolyngian Age series
‘I was trapped.I’d been raped so many times,
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abused by hundreds, if not thousands. They could
have left every door open and it would have made
no difference. And I always came back –they always
brought me back.’ From the age of 14, Caitlin was
controlled, raped, sold and passed on to new gangs
across the UK over and over again. Her abusers
were blatant in their attacks upon her, often
collecting her from school or home, to be taken to
flats they owned, family homes, or hotels booked for
the day, to be horrifically and systematically abused.
Having finally escaped, Please, Let Me Go is
Caitlin’s shocking story of abuse and survival.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF
TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE
DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST •
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT
HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL
SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as
“required reading,” a bold and personal literary
exploration of America’s racial history by “the most
important essayist in a generation and a writer who
changed the national political conversation about
race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST
INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN •
NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF
THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times
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Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The
Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly •
Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco
Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday
• Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound
work that pivots from the biggest questions about
American history and ideals to the most intimate
concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates
offers a powerful new framework for understanding
our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans
have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a
falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily
on the bodies of black women and men—bodies
exploited through slavery and segregation, and,
today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all
proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and
find a way to live within it? And how can we all
honestly reckon with this fraught history and free
ourselves from its burden? Between the World and
Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these
questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates
shares with his son—and readers—the story of his
awakening to the truth about his place in the world
through a series of revelatory experiences, from
Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the
South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood
home to the living rooms of mothers whose
children’s lives were taken as American plunder.
Beautifully woven from personal narrative,
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reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged
reportage, Between the World and Me clearly
illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present,
and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
Being truly helpless is the only thing that can save
him. But it’s the one thing he’s not willing to do.
Marius has all the things a Mistress could want in a
one-night-sub encounter. Hot body, loads of charm
and a willingness to get her off in any way she
pleases. That’s his reputation at The Zone. But
Marius has a dark side. When a Mistress pushes him
for something deeper, he’ll push back, mess with
her head. When he takes it too far one night, The
Zone management has had enough. He’s kicked out
of the club and there’s only one way back in—Lady
Regina. Regina’s been studying Marius for a while.
She enjoys her submissives in all flavors, and she
likes them challenging. Admittedly, not the “knight-indistress” type, so screwed up she’d need a backhoe
to dig him out of his dysfunctions. But on that pivotal
night, she sees something in Marius. He doesn’t
know what it means to be truly helpless to a
Mistress, but he needs it, more than any sub she’s
ever encountered. And that’s a challenge this
Mistress can’t resist.
1984 is George Orwell's terrifying vision of a
totalitarian future in which everything and everyone
is slave to a tyrannical regime lead by The Party.
Winston Smith works for the Ministry of Truth in
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London, chief city of Airstrip One. Big Brother stares
out from every poster, the Thought Police uncover
every act of betrayal. When Winston finds love with
Julia, he discovers that life does not have to be dull
and deadening, and awakens to new possibilities.
Despite the police helicopters that hover and circle
overhead, Winston and Julia begin to question the
Party; they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big
Brother will not tolerate dissent - even in the mind.
For those with original thoughts they invented Room
101. . .
Nearly three hundred thousand children are
abducted from their homes each year, either by
strangers or by a parent. Accordingly, enormous
media attention has been given to child abduction.
Television and radio broadcasts, and magazine and
news publications have all investigated this problem
of epidemic proportions. Parents are devastated by
their deepest fears: that one day someone would
abduct and likely harm their young child. Thousands
of Tears is a staggering true story about a mother’s
journey to recover her little girl, AnnaMaria, who was
abducted by her father at the tender age of ten
months. Her mother’s life was threatened, as she
stood seven months pregnant, being told that her
baby girl would never see the shores of the United
States again. It is an account of a modern-day
miracle that reunited them in Germany five years
and three months later. This saga of a spiteful
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abduction and the long-awaited rescue is a
captivating story that will warm the heart of the
reader. It is an account of genuine heroism and
reveals the persistence of a mother who refused to
give up on the quest to find her beloved daughter. It
is filled with intrigue and is a testimony of hope to
families in despair. It demonstrates how our trials
can one day become our triumphs. If you don’t
believe in miracles, you might reconsider after
Thousands of Tears. It is my hope that this book will
bring consolation and inspiration to the thousands of
people who have been heartbroken by the grief of
child abduction.
Trapped was a Sunday Times bestseller and the first
memoir from foster carer Rosie Lewis.
The National Book Award-winning novel about one
remarkable young woman who dares to defy fate, perfect for
readers who enjoyed A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue
Park or Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhha Lai. This
middle grade novel is an excellent choice for tween readers in
grades 5 to 6, especially during homeschooling. It’s a fun
way to keep your child entertained and engaged while not in
the classroom. Like many girls her age in India, thirteen-yearold Koly faces her arranged marriage with hope and courage.
But Koly's story takes a terrible turn when in the wake of the
ceremony, she discovers she's been horribly misled—her life
has been sold for a dowry. Can she forge her own future,
even in the face of time-worn tradition? Perfect for schools
and classrooms, this universally acclaimed, bestselling, and
award-winning novel by master of historical fiction Gloria
Whelan is a gripping tale of hope that will transport readers of
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all ages.
"Oprah's book club 2017 selection"--Cover.
Eight year old Marianne, the eldest of five children, was
neglected by her slovenly mother and her violent alcoholic
father. Uncared for and unkempt she was rejected at school
by her peers and scarcely tolerated by her teachers. Only one
person gave her the affection she craved; a neighbour who
seeing the vulnerable child knew she was easy prey for his
perverted desires. 'Little Lady' he called her over the few
months he groomed her. Less than twelve months later she
was caught in a trap of fear -- if she talked she would be
punished. With no one to turn to she kept 'their secret'. At
thirteen she fell pregnant. Still too frightened to speak out she
refused to tell the social workers who the father was. Without
family support the teenager gave birth to a daughter in the
unmarried mother's home. Six weeks later the baby she had
already grown to love was taken away for adoption. Marianne
returned home, but the neighbour's abuse continued and a
year later she was pregnant again. This time her father
literally tried to beat the baby out of her but she failed to
miscarry. Scared for her life and that of her baby's she ran
away from home carrying only a plastic bag stuffed with her
few possessions. Marianne who still missed her first child
desperately struggled to keep her second daughter. Two
months after the birth she realized that for the baby's sake
she would have to hand her over for adoption. HELPLESS is
Marianne's heartbreaking story as told the bestselling author
of DON'T TELL MUMMY.
This is a true story. Brent and Jill actually exist, and this is the
story of their first experiences. And how from there, Jill,
master manipulator and evil genius, took Brent's foot fetish
from sucking a few toes to places he never considered or
wanted to go. Like the inside of Jill's toilet bowl. Or the bottom
of her friends boots. How Jill, church girl, farm girl, seemingly
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the most innocent
women, created a game plan, a
campaign, to make a helpless Brent her complete slave, and
lovingly devoted slave at that. This book details her plan, step
by step, taking Brent from foot play, to shoe and boot play, to
water works, to the inside of her toilet bowl; eventually forcing
Brent to truly believe and come to the realization he belonged
on Jill's floor, under her feet. Read about Jill's campaign of
humiliation; it's almost a handbook guiding the reader into
developing their own slave, a guide book on how to take the
foot fetishist into slavery, using just their sexual desires. Jill
doesn't work, she has Brent for that. And when he's not at
work, he's at home, working for Jill, cooking, cleaning, doing
her laundry (sometimes in his mouth!!!). She owns him. He
knows it.Jill is, without doubt, a genius, and no one knows it
but her. And possibly Brent. Which is exactly how she wants
it. If you love feet, this story will excite you, but will also warn
you about how your fetish can be used against you if you
aren't careful. If you're on the receiving end of foot love and
want to develop it into slavery (and who doesn't want a
slave?), this book will instruct you on how to do that
too.However you take it, this book will illustrate a campaign of
manipulation designed to lower a fetishist beyond sex, and
into actual slavery. Jill hopes you enjoy it, comment on it, if
only to take Brent's humiliation to a whole other level. She will
be looking for your participation, likely reading those
comments to Brent while he's in his place; on Jill's floor,
under Jill's feet. And oh, one more thing, Jill really wants you
to know there's actually a picture of her and Brent in the book.
She insisted on it, and played Brent's horrified reaction into a
vacation in Mexico if she didn't say which picture it was. She
might be sipping on a margarita while Brent cleans her beach
flip flops right now, who knows! Enjoy!!!Note: the paperback
includes all three episodes currently available, the ebook
version only two.Hello all! Something new for readers of the
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"Under Jill's Feet"
We've created a Facebook group
called Under Jill's Feet, where readers can ask Jill or Brent,
or myself, questions about their lifestyle, the books, discuss
fetishism, slavery, anything related to the topic. Proof of book
purchase required! Hope to see you there!
Would you rather know a truth that makes you feel hopeless,
or keep believing the lies? Colleen Hoover returns with the
spellbinding story of two young people with devastating pasts
who embark on a passionate, intriguing journey to discover
the lessons of life, love, trust - and above all, the healing
power that only truth can bring. Sky, a senior in high school,
meets Dean Holder, a guy with a promiscuous reputation that
rivals her own. From their very first encounter, he terrifies and
captivates her. Something about him sparks memories of her
deeply troubled past, a time she's tried so hard to bury.
Though Sky is determined to stay far away from him, his
unwavering pursuit and enigmatic smile break down her
defences and the intensity of their relationship grows. But the
mysterious Holder has been keeping secrets of his own, and
once they are revealed, Sky is changed forever and her
ability to trust may be a casualty of the truth. Only by
courageously facing the stark revelations can Sky and Holder
hope to heal their emotional scars and find a way to live and
love without boundaries. Hopeless is a novel that will leave
you breathless, entranced, and remembering your own first
love. Praise for Colleen Hoover: 'As brilliant and entertaining
as Slammed, Point of Retreatis absolute poetry.' - JAMIE
MCGUIRE, New York Times bestselling author of Beautiful
Disaster 'I finished reading Slammed at 1am on Sunday... I
couldn't wait to start reading Point of Retreatso I bought it
right then and there!' - Amazon Review
Tired of the pace and noise of life near London and longing
for a better place to raise their young children, Mary J.
MacLeod and her husband encountered their dream while
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vacationing on
a remote
island in the Scottish Hebrides.
Enthralled by its windswept beauty, they soon were the proud
owners of a near-derelict croft house—a farmer’s stone
cottage—on “a small acre” of land. Mary assumed duties as
the island’s district nurse. Call the Nurse is her account of
the enchanted years she and her family spent there, coming
to know its folk as both patients and friends. In anecdotes that
are by turns funny, sad, moving, and tragic, she recalls them
all, the crofters and their laird, the boatmen and tradesmen,
young lovers and forbidding churchmen. Against the oldfashioned island culture and the grandeur of mountain and
sea unfold indelible stories: a young woman carried through
snow for airlift to the hospital; a rescue by boat; the marriage
of a gentle giant and the island beauty; a ghostly encounter;
the shocking discovery of a woman in chains; the flames of a
heather fire at night; an unexploded bomb from World War II;
and the joyful, tipsy celebration of a ceilidh. Gaelic fortitude
meets a nurse’s compassion in these wonderful true stories
from rural Scotland.
Neglected by her careless parents, Marianne turned to her
neighbour, the one person that she thought she could trust....
Presents a vivid account of a history-making storm that hit the
New England coast in October 1991 and the lives it changed,
weaving together the history of the fishing industry, the
science of storms, and personal accounts. Tour.

The autobiography of Helen Keller, who lost both
sight and hearing by illness at nineteen months, and
became a famous author and lecturer.
'An epic and stirring story which shows that it is
possible to overcome the worst start in life.' Sunday
Mirror Irene Kelly was brought up in poverty and
abused by her mammy from an early age. But home
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life was still better than the time she spent in one of
Dublin's industrial orphanages. In that harsh regime
she was beaten and sexually assaulted. Set to work
in the nursery, she saw the nuns treat the babies
with horrifying cruelty. As an adult those experiences
haunted Irene. When she fell in love with Matt, who
was fighting his own demons, they moved to
England for a new start. They wanted their daughter
Jennifer to have a better life, but in trying to protect
her by hiding their past they only succeeded in
pushing her away. Until, one day, Irene had a phone
call from Ireland that changed everything . . . Sins of
the Mother is a powerful and inspiring story of a
family whose love was tested but never broken, who
finally found the strength to heal the past.
When you move somewhere new, you get to be
someone new. I was ready. Sixth-grader Kammie
Summers’s plan to be one of the popular girls at
school hasn’t gone the way she hoped. She’s fallen
into a well during a (fake) initiation into the Girls’
club. Now she’s trapped in the dark, counting the
hours, hoping to be rescued. (The Girls have gone
for help, haven’t they?) As the hours go by,
Kammie’s real-life trouble mixes with memories of
the best and worst moments of her life so far,
including the awful reasons her family moved to this
new town in the first place. And as she begins to feel
hungry and thirsty and dizzy, Kammie discovers she
does have visitors, including a French-speaking
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coyote and goats that just might be zombies. But
they can’t get her out of the well. (Those Girls are
coming back, aren’t they?) “Moving, suspenseful,
and impossible to put down.” —Kirkus Reviews,
starred review “Darkly humorous . . . Honest and
forthcoming.” —The New York Times Book Review “I
dare you to pick up this riveting novel without
reading straight through to its heart-stopping
conclusion.” —Katherine Applegate, Newbery
Medal–winning author of The One and Only Ivan
Million-copy bestselling author Cathy Glass tells the
story of Dawn, a sweet and seemingly well-balanced
girl whose outward appearance masks a traumatic
childhood of suffering at the hands of the very
people who should have cared for her.
A dramatic short story from experienced foster carer
Rosie Lewis.
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